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This spectacular custom built Tuscan-influenced masterpiece was designed by acclaimed Studio Z architects and constructed by award 

winning Sandy Spring Builders.  Four exceptional levels of living reflect the pride of ownership with no details compromised in presenting 

a home of distinction.  The flowing floor plan features a stunning gourmet kitchen with expansive center island with adjoining great 

room, private screened porch, formal dining room and private custom milled library.  Five bedrooms adorn the upper level including a 

sensational owner's suite with fireplace, luxurious master bath, private outdoor deck and separate customized home office/studio.  The 

outstanding fully finished walk out lower level is complete with a large recreation room with fireplace and full service bar, media room, 

hobby room and lovely guest suite.  Ideal for both full scale entertaining as well as comfortable daily living, this special home is for the 

most discerning buyers.  Further enhancing the home's broad appeal is a side load two car garage and private pool-size rear yard.  

Located in the desirable Greenwich Forest community in very close in Bethesda, the home is convenient to the finest public and private 

schools, restaurants, shopping, theaters and the Bethesda Metro.
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Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended 
for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in 
price, condition, sale, or withdraw without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and 
square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services of an architect or engineer. This is 
not intended to solicit property already listed. Compass is licensed as Compass Real Estate in DC and as Compass in Virginia and 
Maryland. 202.386.6330 | 301.298.1001 | 202.545.6900 | 202.448.9002

YEAR BUILT: 2011

FINISHED SQ FT: 7,748

LOT SIZE SQ FT: 15,508

RE TAXES: $33,196.15*

SCOOLS: Bradley Hills ES, Thomas W. Pyle MS,

Walt Whitman HS

Fleisher Arrowood of Compass
5471 Wisconsin Ave Suite 300 Chevy Chase, MD 20815

o: 202-905-0020

* Estimated property tax and other non-tax charges in the first full fiscal year of ownership

Photos, virtual tour and disclosures at 
www.fleisherarrowood.com
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